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SUMMilld 
In fabric production the uniform adjustment of warp and fining 
tensions during the weaving process has in any cases been neglected. 
It was the purpose of this study to determine the effects of this neglect 
by determining some of the characteristics of fabrics woven at various 
tensions. 
The warp and filling used for the production of the test samples 
were obtained from a mill and were standard in the mill's production of 
111u 62 x t0 2.20 sports denim. Two groups of samples were produced 
under identical conditions. These were woven at three levels of warp 
and filling tension resulting in nine different samples in each group. 
One of these groups was tested in the greige and the other was sanforized 
before being tested. The yarn used in both warp and filling was 12.7 6 . 
The test fabrics were produced on a Draper ID loom equipped with a 20 
harness clubby and a Bartlett let-off. A Brush Electronics Tension 
Analyser was used for the tension measurements of both warp and filling. 
Warp tensions used were 40, 60, and 80 grams per end with the shuttle 
tension set at 12, 2l, and 36 grams. 
The results of the tests on both the greige and sanforized samples 
did not show an appreciable difference in characteristics as the shuttle 
tension was changed. This was due to the shuttle being at rest before 
the warp closed on the filling and the pick was beaten into the cloth. 
In the greige samples it was found that an increase in warp ten-




The problem of correct tension of both the warp and filling during 
the weaving process has always been difficult. In most textile mills to-
day emphasis placed on this question is usually in the direction of great-
er production or higher loan efficiency. Sven with this approach, the 
actual adjustment of these important tensions has been left to the guess-
work of the loomfixer. Many mills do not use tensiometers or gauges of 
any kind to make these adjustments. Sven the most qualified technicians 
are unable to achieve uniformity of tension over the entire weave roam or 
over a grew of looms running the same type of fabric. This nonunifornity 
of tension could produce fabrics whose characteristics are not uni  form. 
Some of these variations thus produced are far from negligible as reported 
by Crawshaw„ Marton, and Brown in a paper, "Baperiments in Fabric Testing."' 
In this work the authors were reporting the influence of warp tensions dur-
ing the weaving of plain cloth on surface abrasion. 
The characteristics of a fabric are due to a great extent to the 
strains present in the yarns that make up the fabric and the resultant 
strains caused by these yarns being interlaced. Fibers and yarns are 
placed in a state of stress fram the beginning of the fiber processing 
through to the finished fabric. There is an interesting statement made 
by Harwood in his paper, "Problem of Shrinkage": "The amount of this 
tension and to what degree it becomes /sett in the finishing process, is 
to some extent responsible for any shrinkage which mss occur in a cotton 
fabric. The resultant forces set up by these stresses can cause varia-
tions in crimp, elasticity, and strength in the final fabric. This study 
was not concerned with the strains set up in the yarns prior to the weav-
ing process. 
In a report by Morton and Williamson, "Properties of Plain Cotton 
Cloth,"3 appears the following 
When the pick is first inserted in the shed, it nee in practically 
a straight line and is either at sere tension or some smnll positive 
tension depending on shuttle drag. Under all ordinary conditions this 
tension is likely to be small  because the shuttle has already come to 
rest before the shed has closed over vet. By the time the beat-4* 
has taken place, the shed has crossed over and the scissors-like 
action of the warp has caused the weft to depart from its straight 
alignment and to assume a share of the crimp without which, in one 
or both sets of threads, cloth cannot be formed. In absence of any 
restraint, this crimping of the weft would cause the selvages to 
draw closer to one another; but as things are, the temples keep the 
cloth stretched out and in consequence the weft can crimp only by 
stretching. Hence, in the region between the temples, both warp and 
weft are in a state of tension, each endeavoring to straighten at 
expense of the other. 
In this Ofte report, 4 the authors bring out that the picks per inch are 
higher close to the fell of the cloth than they are after the cloth has 
been released by the temples. After the cloth has been removed from the 
loom and the tension removed from the warps the picks per inch would in,- 
crease slightly. This increase in pickage would be accompanied by an 
increase in crimp. Townsend states in his report on "Weft Tension in 
Weaving" that, "A perfect weaving machine would produce a warp with threads 
uniformly tensioned, and would interlace them with weft which was equally 
tensioned on every pick." 5 This would result in stress that was equal in 
both directions and could be an ideal situation for some fabrics. In the 
weaving process, using looms of current construction, the tension of the 
warp and filling can be accurately controlled. Modern looms are equipped 
with let-off motions which, it properly adjusted, keep warp tension quite 
uniform at the predetermined tension. In respect to the filling, this 
too can be controlled with the use of fur bristles, nylon loops, or ad-
justable tensioning devices built into the shuttle. In Snowden's paper, 
',Some Aepects of Warp Tension," the following is found: 
To weave loosely sett cloths, very little tension need be applied 
to the warp. All that is required is enough to prevent the warp 
threads from drooping to interfere -with the shuttles as they move to 
and fro. If the cloth is firmly sett, however, a fair degree of ten-
sion is essential in order to Obtain the required number of picks per 
inch. 
It can be seen cram the above quotation that different types of fabrics 
rill require different tensions during weaving. Snowden? further states 
that warps should be adjusted to the minimum tension for satisfactory 
weaving and care should be taken so that they will not be over-tensioned. 
When the yarns of a fabric are interlaced, they bend partially 
around one another. This bending is known as "crimp and it tends to 
shorten the given length of yarn. The amount of this crimp is determined 
by the size of the yarns, the frequency of the interlacing, and tension 
of the two systems at the time of interlacing. If one system is under 
loose tension and the other tight, it would be expected that the loose 
tension system would do more of the bending. If systems are of equal 
tension and equal size, the crimp of both systems should be approximately 
equal. From the foregoing discussion one should expect the tension at 
the time of interlacing to affect the crimp of the yarns that make up the 
fabric . 
The strength ae elongation of a fabric is determined not only by 
the strength of the yarns but also by their ability to rearrange thew. 
selves so as to equalize the stress. Since this is true, it should follow 
that the type of weave and the crimp available in the yarns should affect 
the strength and elongation. 
A very important characteristic of a fabric which is desired to be 
uniform is its ability to shrink. To determine just what effect these 
tensions have on the shrinkage characteristics of a fabric is one of the 
main purposes of this study. Collins, in his paper "Fundamental Princi-
ples That Govern the Shrinkage of Cotton Goode by Washing," states: 
Since both cotton fibers and yarns in themselves can only show 
at most a shrinkage of only a few per cent it is evident that the 
large shrinkages that can occur with cotton fabrics must be due to 
some feature or features peculiar to the fabrics themselves. The 
explanation of the shrinkage of a fabric does, in fact, lie in the 
structure and an extended account of the several aspects of the 
mechanism of shrinkage in relation to the structure is given in 
the Memoir issued from therley Institute, entitled "The Geo- 
metry of Cloth Structure." See No. 9 in Bibliograph0 8 
In Peirce 	paper he discusses the effects of fabric structure on crimp, 
strength, elongation, cover factors, and fabric thickness. since all of 
the above factors contribute to a fabric's shrinkage characteristics, it 
can be seen that fabric shrinkage is to a certain extent dependent on 
fabric structure.  
Thus far, the factors have been mentioned that affect the charac-
teristics of a fabric. Most of the material referred to discusses the 
effects on greige cloth without carrying these effects into the finished 
fabric. it is the p pose of this study to determine the differences, in 
the fabrics produced, that can be traced to the amount of tension on the 
yarns at the time the yarns were interlaced or woven into a fabric. 
of these Characteristics may change during certain finishing processes 
due to either chemical or mechanical treatment. Effects were determined 
in a fabric woven at different warp and filling tensions. They were 
also determined for the fabric at each tension level in both the greige 
and the sanforized state. 
Some of these effects may be unimportant and others may be quite 
important, This study was made on a three harness twill fabric known to 
the buying public as a sports denim. 
CRA.PTER II 
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A shuttle with adjustable tensioning pads was selected to 
tate duplication of filling tensions on repeated samples. It was also 
7 
thought that the tension would remain more uniformthroughout any given 
sample. 
It was inerative that the instrument used for the measurement of 
tension on the warp and tilling possess the greatest accuracy possible. 
The Brush Nleetronics Tension Analyzer was selected because it was felt 
that the tension could be more easily and more accurately controlled with 
this instrument. The use of the Tension Analyzer would permit the dupli 
cation of conditions on repeating samples and assist in setting the shed, 
drop wire boxy, and whiprolls. A photograph of this instrument will be 
found on pages e and 9 of this report shutting its use to check the warp 
and filling tensions respectively. By the use of the charts shown on 
page 10, one can folios the complete picking cycle and determine when 
the yarn is under the greater strain. This can be of great assistance 
in setting up the loom. A study can also be made of the variation in 
tension due to the weave. In the case of this study there was a three 
pick cycle to the repeat. The Tension Analyzer 'was also used in the ad-
jmstment of filling tension. The chart on page 11 can be analyzed for 
this tension.. This, of course, does not give the actual tension while 
the pick is interlaced but it is relative. 
The fiILimwas wound on cones which made the quilling operation 
necessary. For this reminding process a Thitin-Schweiter Winder was se-
lected. This machine is very consistent in winding tensions and will 
hold an adjusted tension exceptionally well. Two heads were adjusted 
and all filling was quilled on these. Winding tension set on these 
quillers was 40 grams maximunidrding tension. This machine was built 
by Whitin Machine Works, Ihitinsville Massachusetts. 
Figure T, Brush Tension Analrer TtecordinE Wprp Tension 
Figure 2. Brush Tension Analyzer Recording Filling Tension 
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Figure 4. Brush Tension Analyzers Recording of Filling Tension 
Strength and elongation teatI on 	of the fsbric 'm)re deter- 
01‘ mined using a Scott Vertical Tester. 
and evalua ed later 
The 43righton  
ere used for recording 
to deterni 
resulting read.Lng aos71 a little hift but a relative comparison still 
exists. This tester is not being manufactured at the present time 
Other miscellaneous equipment consists of marking rule for sem-
forized samples micrometer (pick glass), amitbZrum Washer flat-bed 
press, templates, and grain balances. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCSDUKS 
The warp and filling for this study were furnished by Avondale 




be used in a sprats 
mill fabric 
p 
Even though the shuttle is at rest before the shed closes on the 
pick, it was decided to varr both the warp and filling tensions during 
this study. Three levels of warp and filling tensions were established 
by actual running. The tensions decided were not extreme in either direc-
tion for the type of fabric being produced 	determining these tensions, 
it was found that extremes in either warp or tilling tensions affected the 
appearance of the cloth. Due to the irregularity of the filling, it would 
break at the friction pad if too much tension was applied. The following 
tensions were adopted s 
Warp 	 6o 	ao 
Filling .42, 2h 	36 
Since fabrics were to be produced be tested both in the greige and 
sanforised state, it was decided to rim the greige samples first. Ten 










arp 40 grams 
	
Filli 	grams 
arp 60 grams Filling 12 grams 
Filling 12 grams 
Filling 24 grams 
Filling 24 grams 
arp 80 grams Filling 24 grams 
arp 40 grams ----- Filling 36 grams 
arp 60 grams 	Filling 36 grams 
Warp 80 grams 	Filling 36 grams 
sample 3 —. warp 80 grams 
arp 40 grams 
arp 60 grams 
The tension was adjusted on the shuttle by using the adjustable friction 
pads in the stye. One group of bristles were placed in the shuttle close 
to the end of the quill to facilitate the threading of the eye on the 
change. The Brush Electronics Tension Analyzer was used to adjust the 
tension on the shuttle. An illustration of this being accomplished is 
shown on page 9. The warp tension was also adjusted using this instrument 
and an illustration of this is shown on page 8. During the running of each 
sample, the shuttle was removed and the tension checked. The warp tension 
was checked at least twice per hour. An evsople of the charts made by the 
Brush Electronics Tension Analyser during the warp and .filling tension ad-
justment are shown on pages 10 and 
Friar to starting the production run, the loom was adjusted with 
the assistance of the Tension Analyser. Some of these adjustments in 
which the Analyzer was useful were the uniformity of the Bartlett let-off„ 
height of drop wire bars, whiproll height and timing, and harness opening 
and timing. Teats were made to determine how often the individual sup 
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ends, scattered across the width of the warp, should be checked. This 
was necessary because the Tension Analyser recorded the tension of only 
one end. It wasfound that very little variation existed from end to end; 
therefore, very little changing was done while running a sample. All pro-
duction samples were run with a temperature of 80' and a humidity of 75%. 
After the completion of the production of the greige samples, nine 
additional samples were produced. These samples were produced under dupli-
cate conditions as those for greige testing except that they were twenty-
five yards long. The longer length was decided on for these samples so 
as to give them more freedom of action, if needed, while they were being 
sanforised. All nine samples were produced in a continuous length total 
two hundred twenty-five yards, and were sanforized in this state The 
same shrinkage setting on the sanforizer was used for the complete piece 
of goods. An attempt was made to set the shrinkage on the basis of the 
sample showing the least shrinkage. This did not work out, however as 
eons of the fabric was overahrunk Further reference is made to this 
point later. 
After all samples were produced, testing samples were cut. Each 
sample was divided into three slibsamples s namely A, B, and C. From each 
of the subsamples„ testing samples were prepared as follows: 
Shrinkage test samples 
Strip test samples 
4" x 6" samples for weighing 
Analysis sample (Construction and Crimp) 
This same procedure was followed for both greige and sanforized. 
At the t 	of sittingthe testing s 	s the width 
	
*awed 
to the nearest 	at five paints throughout each ramp 	se 
were 0041% 	decimals and recorded 
The construct i 	each sample was checked at three different 
paint* on each emheample giving nine readings for each sample No read» 
ings were taken closer than 4" from the selvage* A micrometer pick glass 
was used for taking the reading'. 
Five eamplomel44n4 by 6 in* were cut1 using a template gram each 
andosemple Thom samples IWO weighed balances to the nearest thousandth 
of "vein• The average Of the readings was computed and using this 
figure, yards per mead were determined for each sample based on actual 
width* 
eaeh 
a straight edge both warp and filling.wimp. Mark. 
ings were made on the fabric eight inches apart. Five ends of each warp 
and filling were removed and checked for crimp on the Brighton Crimp Meter* 
The instrummxtwas weighted with 124 grams* The amount of this weight 
was determined as follows 
12.7 gram 
prepared by cutting a twenty.four Loa same-
pie from each smheample* Thecae samples were narked for identification and 
cut about i4 in along each edge * This cutting helps to prevent tangling 
of loose threads* The samples were then marked at five places both warp 
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andfS ll g t 18 apart.Samples were then placed in a Smith-11mm 
Washer. The water was heated to 1L0 ?° and the soap added. The tempera,- 
'hue of the water was then raised to 210' and the samples were washed for 
40 minutes. At this time the water was drained and the washer refilled 
and heated to 140' and the washer was run for 10 minutes. The water was 
then drained and refilled and heated to 140 and run for 5 minutes. The 
washer was then drained and the samples allowed to tueble for 5 minutes 
before removing for drying. The samples were dried flat, sprinkled damp 
and pressed on a flat bed press. The original markings on the fabrics 
were again measured and the results recorded, 
Strips were prepared for the breaking strength and elongation test. 
Six strips were prepared 1 in, 	in. with the long wey of the sample 
wise and six strips filling-wiser from each of the sebsaeples. These 
strips were raveled until they were 1" wide. The samples were then broken 
on a Scott Vertical Tester and the results plotted on tensilgrams. The 
jaws an the machine were set 3" apart and the speed of travel was 12" per 
minute. After all samples were broken , the tensilgrams were evaluated and 
results were summarized. 
To check the effect on bow in the fabric , colored filling bars were 
run at intervals. Three bars mere run in at three levels of warp tension, 
40 grams, 60 grams, and BO grams. A medium filling tension was used 





The results obtained from testing the samples are given for both 
the greige and sanforised under the same group heading. 
Effects on Fabric Width.--Belem are tables shoeing a summary of the re-
sults of measuring fabric width. 
Table 1. Summary of Effects of Tension on Greige Widths 
Sample 	Warp 	 Filling 
Number Tension Tension 	Width 




















12 	 414.713 
12 144.438 
12 	 44.075 
24 	 44.613 
24 44.288 
24 	 44.10, 
36 	 144.650 
36 44000 
36 	 414.000 
In the above table it can be seen that there is a definite tendency for 
the fabric to narrow as the warp tension is increased. Group 1, 2, and 
3 with a progressive increase in warp tension using the same filling 
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tension narrowed .638" or 1.43. The other groups had a similar effect. 
The changes in filling tension did not seem to vary the results to any 
extent. 
Table 2 shows the results obtained with the sanforized fabrics. 
An examination of these results indicate the opposite effect from that 
in the greige. A good example is samples 4, 5, and 6 with an increase in 
width of .438" or .98%. The effect of filling tension was not too defi-
nite. 
Table 2. Summary of Effects of Tension on Sanforized Widths 
Sample 	Warp 	 Filling 
Number Tension Tension 	iadth 
(grams) 	 (grams) (inches) 
1 40 12 41.683 
2 60 12 41.787 
3 80 12 L1.737 
4 40 24 41.562 
5 60 24 41.812 
6 80 24 42.000 
7 40 36 41.537 
8 60 36 141.599 
9 80 36 L1.662 
Effects on Construction. —The tension on the warp has some effect on the 
picks per inch and since it affects the width of the fabric it does seem 
to affect the ends per inch. Table 3 gives a summary of the effects on 





































It appears that due to 	tam cfsbeing moven under greater ten- 
there is probably more contraction of the fabric after it is removed 
from the loos. This should also affect the crimp of the tare systems' 
in the senforised fabric the results were not too conclusive. How-
ever, it can be seen in Table 4 that the ends per indh decreased slightly 
as the tension was incressed4 The pickage indication was mach mere defi- 
nite as the picks per inch increased as much as 641% in the group 7, 8, 
and 9 . 
of Effects of Tension on Greige Constructions 
Picks 
Per Inch 
Table 40 Summary of Effects of Tension on Sanforised Constructions 
Warp 	Filling 	Ends 
Tension Tension Per Inch 
(gram) 	(grams) 
40 12 66 .14 4302 





3 	 80 
4 	 40 
5 60 
6 80 
7 	 40 
8 60 
9 eo 










12 66.2 44.8 
24 66.3 42.6 
24 65.1 44.2 
24 65.9 45.8 
36 65.8 43.2 
36 66.1 43.9 
36 65.9 46.1 
Kffeo 	ta of the fabric weight appear a bit 
confusing and are not too conclusive. As the tension on the warp was in-
creased, all three groups showed that the fabric became lighter in weight. 
This means that the yards per pound increased as the tension on the warp 
increased. Table 5 shows a summary of the results of the nine samples. 

















110 	 24 
60 24 





















Table 5. Summary of Effects of Tension on Greige Yards Per Pound 
(continued) 
Sample 	Warp 	 Filling 	Weight 	Yards 
NuMber Tension Tension 4" x Per Pound 
(grams') 	(grams) 	(grains) 
7 	 40 
8 60 
9 	 ao 
36 46.459 2.250 
36 46.442 2.268 
36 46.435 2.284 
In computing the yards per pound the actual width of the sample was used. 
These widths came from Table 1. It seems that there is less warp length 
in the fabric woven under greater warp tension, which probably accounts 
for the weight per yard being decreased. This also can be seen later in 
the crimp results in Table 7. The increase in pickage is more than off-
set by the stretching of the warp. 
After the fabric was sanforized,s it vas found that the fabric which 
was made under the greatest tension was the heavier. As the weaving ten-
sions were increased, the sanforized fabric was heavier in all groups. 
In Table 6 one can see that the weights of the 4 in. by 6 in. samples in, 
creased. 
Due to the fabric's being woven under greater tension and the warp's 
being in a stretched condition, there is more relaxation for the warp to 
do. This relaxation causes the fabric woven under the greater tension to 
relax more, thereby giving an increased weight to the fabric. There seems 
to be no definite trend in regard to filling tension. 
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1 40 12 55.269 2.026 
2 60 12 55.344 2.018 
3 80 12 55.358 2.017 
4 40 24 55.238 2.033 
5 60 24 55.370 2.017 
6 80 24 55.411 2.005 
8 7 40 60 36 36 55.267 55.320 2.0 2.02833 
9 80 36 55.405 2.022 
Effects on Crisp.---Table 7 below shows a summary of the results on crimp 
in both the waxy and filling. It is apparent that the per cent crisp in 
the warp decreased as the woven tension increased. The heavy tension on 
the warp at the time of interlacing with the filling also affects the 
crimp in the filling. The harder it is for the warp to bend, the more 
the fi311ne is crimped. As the warp crimp decreases, the filling crimp 
is increased. This was proven true in all groups. 
In the sanforised fabric the results were in the opposite direction. 
After the shrinking of the fabric by sanforization, the samples woven the 
greatest tension seemed to have the most crimp in the warp. As the warp 
crimp increased, the filling crimp decreased. These results were not too 
surprising if one will review the results on construction, width, and 
yards per pound. If one thinks of weaving a warp end under a heavy ten-
sion and stretching it to a great extent, then shrinking the fabric, which 
is going to increase the crimp in the yarn one would expect it to bend 
more around the filling. In this case the filling would probably be lees 
crimped. These results can be seen in Table 8. 











1 40 12 11.105% 5.980% 
2 60 12 9.833% 6480% 
3 80 12 8.293% 7.127% 
4 40 24 13.353% 5.487% 
5 60 2J  11.013% 6.287% 
6 80 24 9.227% 6.733% 
7 40 36 12.713% 5.500% 
8 60 36 11.333% 5.960% 
9 130 36 9.353% 6.547% 













1 40 12 14.53% 11.76% 
2 60 12 15.00% 11.43% 
3 80 12 15.69% 11.07% 
4 40 24 13.82% 11.641 
5 60 24 15.63% U.21% 
6 ao 24 15.80% 9.90% 
7 40 36 14.71% 11.11% 
8 60 36 15.45% 11.21% 
9 80 36 15.73% 10.91% 
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at the results of greige 
d 
	
tension increes 	the 
relaxation shrinkage also increased warp..wlse. Filliag-mise the eppeeite 
was true. Since the warp yarns were under more tension: while being inter-
laced, they were also under more strain in the woven fabric. Washing the 
fabric allowed these yarns to relax, thus relieving themselves of some of 
their strain. From the above statements one would expect more relaxation 
shrinkage at the higher 'oven tensions. It should be kept in mind that 
during this was iv, there is no control over any of the yarns in the 
system# This is probably the reason for the decrease in filling shrinkage 
as the woven tension increased. 












24 10.22 4.72 
21 11.22 4.39 
24 11.61 4.22 
36 10.89 5.61 
36 11.61 4.0 




1 	 40 
2 60 
3 	 too 
4 	 40 
5 60 
6 	 80 
7 	 40 
8 60 
9 	 80 
The sanforised samples were tested in the same manner as the 
















36 	 .66 	 1.16 
36 .78 1.22 
















meohanioal compressive shrinkage. This process forces the warp to take 
a given length while the width is being held approximate1y constant. When 
the fabric is again iret-eut s or washed without, any mechanical control. the 
yarns have a better chance to relax. In Table 10 we have a summary faf the 
results of the wash test on the eanforized samples. 












The table shows that the fabric was overshrunk during the sanforiz-
ing process; however, the figures are still cooperative. There seems to 
be an indication in the results that as there was more residual shrinkage 
left in the filling, there was Less overshrinking of the warp. We can 
certainly see that the variation of warp tension has its effect even on 
the sanforized fabric. In the second two groups - 4, 5, 6, and 7, 8, 9 
a progressive change in the warp shrinkage is noted. 
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In Table 11 it can be seen that as the tensions were increased, 
there was a lowering of the breaking strength. This seemed to be true 
both warp and filling-wise. The elongation in the warp decreased as the 
breaking strength decreased; however, the effect filling-wise was opposite. 
The strength of a fabric depends not only on the yarn from which it is 
made but also on the ability of those yarns to rearrane themselves so 
that the breaking strain will be distributed among all yarns in the fabric. 
As the yarns in the direction of breaking are allowed to straighten out, 
their strength will more nearly approach the combined strength of the 
yarns • 
Table 11. Summary of Effects of Tension on 
Greige Breaking Strength and Elongation 
Ravel Strip, Jaws Set 3?, Apart 
Sample Warp Filling Warp Warp Filling Fillin7 NuMber Tension Tension Break Elongation Break Elongation 






















4 40 24 86.5 22.8 62.1 11.8 
5 60 24 86.8 18.4 59.6 12.6 
6 80 24 84.4 16.9 57.9 13.1 
7 40 36 85.9 21.8 60.5 11.8 
8 6u 36 85.6 19.3 56.1 12.5 
9 80 36 84.8 18.4 54.3 12.7 
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Table 12. S. ummary of Effects of Tension on 
Sanforized Breaking Strength and Elongation 
Ravel Strip, Jaws Set 3" Apart 
Sample 	7arp 	Filling 7arp 	Warp 	Filling Filling Number Tension Tension Freak Elongation Break 	Elon:;ation (grams) 	(grams) 	(lbs.) 	(%) 	(lbs.) (5) 
1 	140 	12 	36.7 	25.0 	62.9 	20.3 2 60 12 92.9 28.0 62.h 21.9 3 	80 	12 	93.2 	26.4 	63.7 	20.0 
4 	40 	24 	92.9 	27.1 	63.5 	21.7 5 60 24 89.5 25.5 64.9 19.5 6 	80 	24 	91.3 	26.2 	64.7 	20.3 
7 	40 	36 	85.9 	27.2 	61.2 	21.5 8 60 36 88.0 28.8 64.8 21.6 9 	80 	36 	88.4 	26.7 	66.3 	21.5 
In the sanforized fabric, the effect was in the opsosite !"rection. 
As the woven tension was increased, the warp and filling breakin4;: strength 
were increased. This was also accompanied by increased elongation in the 
warp and, decreased elongation in the filling. If one refers to Table 10, 
there can be seen a relationship of this change in elongation to the 
residual shrinkage. The sunnary of breaking strength and elongation is 
shown in Table 12. 
The results of the bow test using a filling tension of 214 7rans 
arid changing the warp tension were as follows: 
Warp Tension: 40 grams ----- Bow 1.47 
Warp Tension: 60 grans ----- Jaw 1.66 
barp Tensi on: 80 rams 	Bow 2.29% 
As the warp tensi©n increased, the per cent bow was also increased. 
CHAPTLR V 
CONCLUSIONS IOAD 1:ECWMENDATIONS 
The results of the tests on fabrics woven at different tensions 
show that yarn tensioning during weaving definitely affects the charac-
teristics of the fabric in the greige and in the sanforized state. These . 
 tensions contribute to the non-uniformity of fabrics in any given type of 
fabric. Their effects seem to be widespread and not associated with just 
one characteristic. It seems that it would be impossible to expect to 
finish fabrics to the same width, with the same residual shrinkage, and 
with a uniform yards per pound unless the conditions under which these 
fabrics were produced were uniform from loom to loom. Some of the con-
clusions arrived at as a result of this study are given below. 
Effects: of Weaving Tensions on Greige Fabrics.-- 
1. As the tension on the warp is increased, the width decreases. 
2. As the tension on the warp is increased, the construction in-
creases both warp and filling-wise. 
3. As the tension on the warp is increased, the weight per yard 
decreases and the yards per pound increase. 
4. As the tension on the warp is increased, the warp criii de-
creases and filling crimp increaees. 
5. As the tension on the warp is increased, the shrinkage warp-
wise increases and the shrinkage fillingewise decreases. 
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6. As the tension on the warp is in ,_ased the breadnf str7ngth 
of the fabric is decreased both warp and 
7. The effects of increasinf the tension as it is drawn fronl i to  
shlttle seefi to be slieht. 
Effects of eavina Tensions on danforized  
I. As the tension on the warp is increased, the saaforized width 
is increased. 
2. As the tension on the warp is increased, the sley is sliehtly 
decreased and the picks ear inch increases. 
3. As the tension on the warp is increased, the -leieht per yard 
increases and the yards per 701111 
L. As the tension on the warn is increased, the warp erlsJp is 
increased and the nillin7 cdsno is decreased. 
As the tension on the warp is increased, the serinka. ,e in the 
direction of the warp is increased und seems to nave little effect on the 
fabric fillih-wise. 
6. .kiz the tension on the varf is increased, tne sreanin ,trenztn 
seers to se incased oath warp ace filling-wise. 
7. The eifecta of increasing the tension on the filiin .„; as it is 
drawn from the shuttle seam to be sThht. 
It is quite interestin to note that sore of the effects are re- 
versed in the sanforized fabric from those in the r;rei7;e. This so c::Is to 
he due to the additional strain the yarns are under in the fabric. These 
strains are released up to a point neon sanforieation and in same cases 
actually placed into the yarns in reverse. 
This study only covered one fabric. There is every reason to be-
lieve that different results might be obtained in fabrics woven other 
than the sports denim three harness twill. Variations in yarn counts and 
heavy construction would certainly have varying effects on fabric charac-
teristics. It would be enlightening to carry this study further and com-
pare the effects due to yarns sad constructions. 
APPENDIX 















Table 13. nffeete of Tension an Greige Widths 


















Sample 41 44.625 in. 	Sample 5: 44.250 in. 	Sample 6; 44.125 in. 
.563 in. .313 in. .006 in. 
.625 in. 	 .313 in. 	 .063 in. 
.625 in. .250 in, .137 in. 
.62 	 i 	 . 
. 	 in. in. 
Table 14 . Effects of Tension on Sanforized Widths 
(Measured to Nearest 16th Inch and Converted to ,se ilals) 




. 00 in. 
• 7 in. 
Sample 2: 11.875 in. Sample 3: L1.812 in. 
41.687 in. 141.812 in. 
41.812 in. 41.750 in. 
41.750 in. 41.812 in. 
41.812 in. 41.750 in. 
41.787 in. 41.787 in. 
Sample 5: 42.000 in. Sample 6: 41.937 in. 
41.875 in. 42.000 in. 
41.750 in. 42.000 in. 
41.750 in. 42.000 in. 
41.678 in. 112.062 in. 
11.812 in. 42.000 
Sample 8: 41.537 in. Sample 9: 41.625 in. 
41.600 in. 41.750 in. 
41.600 in. 41.687 in. 
41.662 in. 41.687 in. 
41.600 in. 41.562 in. 
0.599 in. L1.662 in. 




0.687 in.  
0.6A3 in. 


















Warp Filling Warp Filling 
62.2 42.8 62.6 42.0 62.3 










Table 15. Effects of Tension on Oreige Constrwtion 
Sample 1 
Tension, Warp 40 grams, Filling 12 grams 
Warp 	Filling 	Warp 	Fi 
62.0 
61.8 140 .8 
141.3 
Averages Warp 61.6 Filling 141.2 
Sample 2 
Tensions Warp 60 grams, Films 12 
Warp 	Filling 
61.9 	40.1 	61.8 
61.5 141.8 61.8 
62.0 	la .h 
317 MT 	44 
Average: Warp 61.8 Filling 141.0 
Sample 3 
Tension, Warp 80 grams, Filling 12 grams 
A 







Table 15. Effects of Tension ©n Greige Construction 
(continued) 
Sample 14 
Tension, Warp 40 grams, Filling 24 grams 
A 





Average: arp 61.5 Filling 40.8 
sample 5 




61.5 49.0 61.5 40.7 
61.4 48.0 62.0 40.5 
§2..i5. 147.0 61.4 40.8 
61;5 MU 6i.e 0:7 
















Averaget Warp 61.9 Filling 41.4 
Sample 6 
Tension, Warp 80 grams, Filling 24 grams 
A 	 TB 





























Fit it Wa Falling 
45.0 63.0 43.0 
42.5 62.5 43.0 






63.0 43.5 4.4 444 1 
Table 15. Effects ©f Tension sn rezge Construction 
(continued. 
Sample? 
Tension, Warp 40 grams, Filling 36 grams 
.37 
61 . 5 42.0 61.8 
61.6 42.0 62.0 






.very 	msp 61.5 Filling )41.5 
Sample 8 




arp Filling Warr Filling Warp 111-311 
62.0 40.7 62.0 41.6 62.0 41.0 
62.0 41.5 62.0 41.6 62.0 41.9 
61.5 42.0 6 41.3 61.6 41.9 
61.8 EI:4 1. E1-7 3176 a-7g 
Average: Warp 61.8 Filling 41.5 
Sample 9 
Tension 	80 grams, Filling 36 grams 
Average: 
	
62.5 Filling 43.0 
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Table 16. Effects of Tension on Sanforized Construction 
6wad- le 1 
Tension, , ';arp L0ii;ras, Fillin,;; 12 ,,raizis 
';'tra rp iflin ar? 
67.0 44.0 66.0 4L.o 66.5 43.5 
66.0 42.6 66,5 63.0 67.o 43.0 
66.0 43.0 66.5 62.7 66.5 43.4 
li3.2 .3 757 77.7.)* 775 
Average : Warp 66.4 Filling 
Sample 2 
Tension, Warp 60 crams, Fil i  n7 12 grams 
Warp Filling Warp 	Filling Warp 
C 
1il1ing  
66.0 44.o 66.0 	M1.5 66.0 44.5 
66.0 43.8 66.0 43.6 66.0 L3.8 




harp 66.2 	rifling 43.9 
ample 3 
66.3 3.9 
Tension, 'arp 80 graas 	tilling i2 grams 
Warp FillinC Warp 	Filling ii11in  
65.6 L.4.3 66.0 	45.0 66.0 o 
66.0 45.0 65.8 45.0 64.0 45.5 
67.0 44.8 67.0 	614.5 66.6 11.0 
66.2 44.7 
- ,..veraA=:e; 	Tarp 66.2 	Yillin LL.R 
\ c ontinue d 
'anole 6 
Tension, ',Tarp 80 orons , i11inn 26 ,.;, ra7is 
ar 	Fi1iin 	Jar- Fiilinn 
65.2 
65.0 




















Avera7e: EI11jn 614.2 
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Table 1(). 7f0-bets of '1'ension on Inf. ri ed Oonotrnction 
(cont4.rv.7-ed) 
';arrole 




















Tension, :arp 60 ;;rase,, 	, 26 :;ras.is 
vera,,e: #arp 6. 	ohm 0 4;.o 
(continoed) 
Table 16. Effects of Tension on Sanforized Construction 
(continued) 
Sample 7 
Tension, Warp 140 grams Filling 36 grams 
A 	 B 	 C 


















2 . .2 143.2 
Average: Warp 65 	Filling 43.2 
Sample 8 
Tension Warp 60 grams, Filling 36 grams 
A 
Warp Fillng Warp Filling tarp Filling 
66.2 44.0 66.0 44.1 66.0 44..1 
66.0 43.8 66.0 44.0 66.0 44.0 
66.4 43.8 66.0 .6 66.0 .6 
.9 767 .9 66.0 3.9 
Average: Warp 66.1 Filling 43.9 
Sample 9 
Tension, Warp 80 grams, Filling 36 grams 
Warp Filling Wars Filling 
C 
Warp Filling 
66.2 46.0 66.1 46.2 66.0 46.0 
65.8 46.0 66.0 46.2 65.8 46.0 
65.6 46.0 66.0 65.8 146.2 
.0 775 771 
Average: Warp 65.9 Filling 46.1 
L1 
Table 17. Effects of Tension on Greige Yards Per Pound 
4" x 6" Sample 
Sample 1 
Tension: Warp 40 grams, Filling 12 grams 
A 	 B 	 C 	 Average 	Yards 
t , eight Weight Weight A'ei,ht ''er 
















1777W T7275 46.407 46.407 46.470 
Sample 2 
















46.405 46.388 46.256 
.397 .393 .276 
.422 .492 .428 
.443 .192 .363 
.543 .408 .416 
46.405 TT.T51 46.348 46.407 2.263 
Sample 3 
Tension: Tarp 80 grams, Filling 12 grams 
A B C Average Yards 
Weight Weight Weight Weight Per 
(Gr. (Gr.) (Gr.) (Gr.) l'ounoe 
46.333 116.422 46.406 
.342 .450 .362 
.277 .433 .389 
.271 .370 .393 
.264 __.12 __.2 1463 
46.297 46.386 46,414 46.362 2.2814 
(continued) 
42 
Table 17. Effects of Tension on Greige Yards eer 2ound 
4" x 6" ,'iampls (continued) 
4 














4(.586 46.388 46.519 
.568 .366 .561 
.515 .142 .472 
.466 .405 .493 
.482 .347 .466 
46.523 46.370 46.502 46.465 2.251 
Sample 5 






















46.405 	7707 	E07 
Sample 6 














C 	 Average 	Yards 
Weight Weight Per 





.473 r-6:147 	46.437 	T777 
(continued) 
Table 17 E.I'ects of Tension on Greige ard 1'er :=ound 
4" x 6" Sample (continued) 
Sample 7 










46.487 46.427 46.418 
.458 .450 .434 
.483 .423 .535 







(Gr.) 	 .eound' 
7:47 	2.25b 
Sample 8 












46.362 46.532 46.501 
.358 .539 .521 
.354 .513 .455 
.350 .543 .441 
.282 .468 
7674r 46.474 L4 .1442 
Sample 9 













46.515 46.575 46.348 
.554 .475 .307 
.532 .463 .256 
•1128 .482 .328 
.478  .462 .326 








Based  on actual width table. 
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Table 18, F,ffects of Tension on Sanforized Yards Per Pound 
4" x 6" Sample 
Sample 1 














55.294 55.330 55.190 
.282 .360 .260 
.230 .331 .192 
.258 .370 .240 
.167 .3 0 .187 
55.246 5.3L8 5.21 55.269 2.026 
Sample 2 
Tension Warp 60 „;rams, Filling 12 grams 
A 13 C itverag,e Yards 
Weight Weight Weight 'eight -ear 
(Cr.) (r.) (Gr.) (i1-.) Pound* 
55.307 55.428 55.355 
.317 .300 .329 
.350 .368 .287 
.297 .401 •392 
.285 .1419 .329 
55.311 55.383 5.5.33 ,9 55.344 2.01g 
Sample 3 









55.295 55.352 55.298 
.312 .472 .315 
.336 .462 .350 
.345 .420 .346 
...221 .400 2 3b 





















55.462 	 5.2I.9 
.546 .270 
.510 	 .258 
.310 .270 





55.370 	 2.017 
Table 18. Effects of Tension on Sanforized Yards Per Pound 
4" x 6" Samole (continued) 
,;‘. _pie 4 









, Per /ounli* 
55.050 55.458 55.214 
.062 .378 .328 
.148 .332 .302 
.106 .284 .223 
3-54 
.318 .210 
55.354 77:Y75 55.235 7737 
Sanple 5 
Tension: Warp 60 grams, Filling 24 grams 
45 
Sample 6 












Yeight 	 Weight 
(Gr.) 	(Gr.) 	 Found* 
55.411 	55.372 
.L75 .415 
.415 	 .418 
.405 .389 









Table 18. Effects of Tension. on Sanforized Yards Per Pound 
4" x 6" Sample (continued) 
Sae 7 
Tensioa: War.Q 40 gra;.s„ filling 36 _.:raras 
A 

















.301 	 .173 
.244 .249 




























5.320 	 2.028 







Tensions Warp 80 grams, Filling 36 rams 




(Gr.) 	 *June 
*Based on actual width table. 
Table 19. Effects of Tension on Oreige Crimp Per Cent 
Using Brighten Cri Tester 
Sample 1 























Average: Warp 11.105 Filling 5.980 
Sample 2 










































     
     
Average: Warp 9.833 Filling 6.080 
Sample 3 
Tension, Warp 80 grans, Filling 12 grans 
A 
arp Filling Warp Filling 
C 
Warp Filling 
8.2 7.0 8.2 7.4 8.6 7.2 













8.2 6.8 8.7 .0 
8.020 7.000 15:7716 7.14o 
Average: Warp 8.293 Filling 7.127 
48 
Table 19. Fffects of Tension on GreiF :e Cri.,Jp Per Cent 
Using Brighton Crimp Tester (continued) 
Sample L 
Tension, 'harp 40 grans, Filling 2t grams 
Warp 
A 
Fillin 	Warp 	Filling 
C 
13.6 5.4 	 12.2 	5.6 	 13.8 5.2 
14.0 5.6 12.4 5.8 14.0 5.0 
13.8 5.2 	 12.5 	6.2 	 14.0 5.3 
13.9 5.4 12.2 5.8 13.3 5.0 
13.6 5.4 	 12.3 	6.2 	 14.2 2.2 
13.780 777 12.320 777 13.)60 5.140 
Average: 	Warp 13.353 	Filling- 5.467 
Sample 5 
Tension, 'aarp 60 grams, Filling 2L grans 
A B C 
Yi 111  rig 	Waxp 	 ing Wa Fi311 .m 
11.0 5.9 	 11.2 	6.2 	 10.8 6.3 
11.2 6.2 11.3 6.4 10. 8 6.4 
10.8 6.4 	 10.9 	6.3 	 11.2 6.5 
10.6 6.2 11,4 6.4 10.9 6.2 
11.2 6.3 	 11.2 	6.2 	 10.7 6.11 
10.960 6.200 11.2 6.300 I7.880 6.360 
Averse: 	Warp 11.013 	7111ing, 6.297 
Sample 6 
Tension, Warp 80 grams, Filling 24 grams 
B 
Warp  Fill'ng 	Warp 	Fillin 	Warp Fillin 
8.6 6.7 9.6 6.9 6.6 
8.6 6.5 9.8 7.1 9.5 6.7 8.4 6.4 9.5 7.2 9.4 6.5 
6.6 7.0 9.4 6.8 9.6 6.4 
6.5 6,6 9.8 7.0 2.5 6.6 
3.58o 7775 9.62 7.000 9.480  
Average: 'iarp 9.227 	 6.733 
(continued) 
Filling 5.500 Average: Warp 12.713 
Sample 8 
Tension, Warp 60 grams, Filling 36 grams 
A 
Fi 8X 
10.6 5.8 11.4 5.8 	 12.2 
10.6 5.6 11.2 6.2 12.3 
10.5 5.8 11.14 5.9 	 12.1 
10.6 5.9 11.2 6.0 12.0 
10.6 8 11.3 .8 	12.2 
MO 7 11.300 5.940 12.160 
Aver Warp 11.333 Filling 5.960 
Sample 9 



























































Table 19. Effects of Tension on Greige Crimp Per Cent 
Using Brighton Crimp Tester (continued) 
Sample 7 
Tension, Warp 40 grams, Filling 36 grams 
Average: Warp 15.00 Filling 11.143 
Sample 3 
Tensions Warp 80 grams, Filling 12 grams 
A 
Pilling Waly Filling Warp 
11.40 14.40 11.40 14.60 
11.60 14.60 11.20 114.80 
11.60 14.00 11.60 14.80 
11.60 114.20 11.40 14.70 
11.40 11.40 114.70 
















































Table 20. Effects of Tension on Sanforized Crimp Per Cent 
Sample 1 




















Average: Warp 14.53 Fillip 	.76 
Sample 2 









Average: Warp 15.69 Filling 11.07 
(continued) 
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Table 20. Bffecte of Tension on Sanforized Crimp Per Cent 
(continued) 
Sample 4 
























Average; Warp 13.82 Filling 11.64 
Sample 5 





















Filling 11.21 Warp 15.63 
Sample 6 
Tensions Warp 80 grams, Filling 24 grams 
A. B 
wag 









9.90 15.0 10.00 
9.80 16.00 9.80 
10.00 15.80 9.70 
10.20 15,90 9.70 




















Table 20. Effects of Tension on Sanforized Crimp Per Cent 
(continued) 
Sample 7 
Tension; Warp 40 grams, Filling 36 grams 
B 
Warp Filling_ Warp Filling Warp Fillin& 
14.60 11.00 14.80 10.80 14.50 11.00 
14.50 11.20 14.60 11.20 14.40 11.20 
15.00 10.80 14.80 U.40 114.60 11.40 
14,80 11.20 15.00 11.00 14.80 11.10 
14.60 11.00 14,80 11.20 14.90 11.20 
14775 r7(5 11.12 11:18 
Average: Warp 14.71 Filling 11.11 
Sample 8 
Tension: Warp 60 grams, Filling 36 grams 
A 
Warp Filling Warp 	lling 
C 
Warr Filling 
15.40 10.30 14.60 11.40 15.80 11.140 
15.80 10.80 14.80 	U.80 15.60 11.60 
16.20 10.80 114.80 11.60 15.60 11.60 
15.80 10.70 15.00 	11.20 15.80 11.20 
15.80 10.90 14.80 11.40 15.90 11 
1.375 lo.70 1476 	.157.77 15.74 11 
Average: 	Warp 15.45 	Filling 11.21 
Sample 9 
Tension: Warp 80 grams, Filling 36 grams 
B 
15.20 10.80 16.20 	10.80 16.00 10.90 
14,80 10.60 15.80 10.70 15.80 11.00 














D-2rg .10 I7E 1776 h-715 






















Table 21. Effects of Tension on Greige Shrinkage 
18" Markings 
Sample 1 
Tension, Warp 40 grams, Filling 12 grams 
Average: Warp 	15.78" Shrinkage 2.22" Per Cent 12.33 
Filling 17.06" Shrinkage .94" Per Cent 5.22 
Sample 2 
Tension, Warp 60 grams, Filling 12 graze 
A 
Warp Filling Warp lling Filling 
15.71" 17.10" 15.77" 17.16" 15.54" 16.98" 
15.69" 17.06" 15.72" 17.114" 15.59" 16.98" 
15.69" 17.06" 15.71" 17.16" 15.66" 16.98" 
15.69" 17.04" 15.69" 17.18" 15.72" 17.04" 
1 17.08" r 17.23" 1 .72" 17.06" 
17:6 17.17", 17.01" 
Average: Warp 	15.68" Shrinkage 2.32" Per Cent 12.89 
Filling 17.08" Shrinkage .92" Per Cent 5.11 
(continued) 
54 
Table 21 	facts of Tension on Greige Shrinkage 
18" Markings (continued) 
Sample 3 




15.740 	17.06" 	15.700 	17.040 
15.740 17.09m 15.70" 17.040 
15.70" 	17.08" 	15.710 	17.060 
15.700 17.12" 15.71" 17.07" 







Average: Warp 	15.66" Shrinkage 2.34" Per Cent 13.00 
Filling 17.09" Shrinkage .910 Per Cent 5.06 
Sample's 
Tension 	40 grams, Filling 24 grams 
A 
Warp 	Filling 	Warp 	Filling 
16.26" 17.16" 16.15" 17,06" 16.26" 
16.16" 17,18" 16,16" 17.06" 16.20" 
16.20" 17.18 16.06" 17.04" 16.11" 
16.220 17.160 16,06" 17.060 16.09" 
16.20" 17,16" 16.10" 1 16.060  
1441* 17.170 16.110 17 1 .= 
Averages Warp 	16.16" Shrinkage 1.840 Per Cent 10.22 








Lv 2 warp 	15.98" 
Fining 17.21" 
Shrinkage 2.02" Per Cent 11.22 





































Table 21 	of Tension on Greige Shrinkage 
kings (continued) 
Sample 5 
Tension, Warp 60 grams, Filling 24 grams 
Sample 6 




15.91" 17.30" 15.99" 17.27" 
15.89" 17.30" 16 .06" 17.34" 
15.85" 17.28" 15091" 17.42" 
15.82" 17.25" 15.91" 17.40" 
17.20" 
Average: Warp 15.91" Shrinkage 2.09" Per Cent 11.61 
Filling 17.24." Shrinkage .76" Per Cent 4.22 
(continued) 
a 
17.14 15.90" 16.99" 16.08" 17,02" 
17.100 15.90" 16.94" 16.10" 17.02" 
17.06" 15.96 16.91" 16.06" 16.9W' 
17.02" 15.98" 16.86" 15.99" 16.94" 
17.04" 1 	96" 16.88" 15.96" 16.98" 





Warp Filling Filling 
15.95" 17.16" 15.87" 16.99" 
15.96" 17.16" 15.81" 17.02" 
15.98" 17.21" -33.77" 16.98" 
15.94" 17.25" 15.72" 17.00" 
17.22" 15.78" 17.06" 
17.20" 15.79" 17.01" 
Warp 
   












Table 21. Effects of Tension on Greige Shrinkage 




l'iarp )40 grans, Filling 36 grams 
Average: Warp 	16.040 Shrinkage 1.96" Per Gent 10.89 
Filling 16.99" Shrinkage 1.01" Per Cent 5.61 
Sample 8 
Tension 	 ams, Filling 36 grams 
Average: Warp 	15.91" Shrinkage 2.09" Per Cent 11.61 
Filling 17.13" Shrinkage .87" Per cent 483 
(continued) 
7al-J1e 21. Effects of Tension on Greige Shrinkage 
18" Markings (oentimed) 
Sample 9 
Tensiva, Warp 80 grams, Filling 36 grams 
A 
Fil 	nz warp 
C 
15.91" 17.27" 15.86" 17.10" 15.82" 17.19" 
15.96" 17.22" 15.82" 17.12" 15.88" 17.15" 
16.05" 17.18" 15.82" 17.07n 15 . 89" 17.07" 
16.05" 17.18" 15.82" 15.80" 17.08" 
16.04" 17.20" 15.84" 17:12: 1 .8L" 
IT:T.3757 17:271717 17.1111 :5;85", 17.11 
0 : Warp 	15.39" Shrinkage 2.11" Per Cent 11.72 
Filling 17.14" Shrinkage .86" Per Cent 4.78 
57 
Table 22. Effects of Tension on Sanforized Shrinkage 
13" L-- - kings 
Sample 1 
Tension: ';:rp 40 grans , Filling 12 1;riz-s. 
A 	 B 6 
Warp 	Filling 	4arp 	Filling 	Viarp 	Fillip 
18.26" 	17.95" 	18.19" 	17.82" 	16.18" 








7 18.29" 17.88" 	 17.82" 18.16" 1 .t: 18.2"  
18.28" 18.24" 	17.82" 	 17.82"  
	
17.88" 18.16"  
18.26" 	17.90" 	18.23 17.83" 18.18" 	17.84"  
Average: Warp 	18.22" Shrinkage .22" Per Gent 1.22 
Filling 17.86" Shrinkage -.111" Per Gent - .77 
Sample 2 






7 1 : 74' ;
17.81" 
Average; Warp 	18.18" Shrinkage .18" Per Cent 1.00 
Filling 17.63" Shrinkae -.17" i'er Cent 	.94 
(continued) 
58 























li tgL 18.28"  17.86" 18.23u 17.82" 1-81-;64w 
59 
Table 	Effects of Tension on Sanforized Shrinkage 
18" Markings 	tinued) 
Sample 3 
Average: Warp 	18.20" Shrinkage .200 Per Cent 
Filling 17.87" Shrinkage -.13" Per Cent 
8e 1e 







17.95 17485* 17485* 
18.000 17.90" 17.87" 
18.00" 17.85" 17.88" 
17.95" 17.83" 17.88" 
17.80" 17.93 
Average: Warp 	17.97" Shrinkage .03" Per Cent .16 
Filling 17.82" Shrinkage .18" Per Cent 1.00 
(continued} 
























Table 22. Bffects of Tension on Sanf oriai Shrinka;e 
18" Markings (continued) 
Sample 5 
Tension: Warp 60 grams, Filling 24 grams 
A 





18.12" 17.71" 18.21" 17.82" 18.02" 17.83" 18.07" 17.7I" 18.22" 17.78" 18.04" 17.82" 18.04" 17.81" 18.19" 17.81" 18.07" 17.78" 18.04" 17.81" 18.24" 17.77" 18.09" 17.78" " 18.0 17.78" 18.25" 17.77" 18.07" 17.76"  
17.77" 18.22" 17.79" 18.06" 17.79" 
Average: Warp 	18.11" Shrinkage .11" Per Cent .61 
Filling 17.78" Shrinkage .22" Per Cent 1.22 
le 6 
Tension: Warp 80 grams, Filling 24 grams 
A 	 B 	 C 
Warp 	Filling 	Warp 	Filling 	War..._ 	Pilling 




Average: Warp 	18.12" Shrinkage .12" Per Cent .66 



























































arp 	Filling 	arP 
Average: Warp 	18.12" Shrinkage .12" Per Cent .66 
Filling 17.79" Shrinkage .21" Per Cent 1.16 
Sample 8 
Tension: Warp 60 grams, Filling 36 grans 
61 
Table 22. Effects of Tension n Sanforized Shrinkage 
18" Markings enti nued) 
Sample 7 
Tension: Vtax~p 140 grams, Filling 36 grams 
arp Filling Warp Filling̀  Warp Filling 
18.29" 17.74" 18.09" 17.76" 17.90" 17.76" 
18.31" 17.76" 18.11" 17.77" 17.94" 17.79" 
18.34" 17.76" 18.13" 17.79" 17.94" 17.81" 
18.33" 17.78" 18.14" 17.78" 17.95" 17.81" 
18. 6" 17.79" 18. 1 	9 18.01" 17.8 " 
17.76" 17.7 111221 17*  
Average: Warp 	18.14" Shrinkage .14" Per Cent .78 
Filling 17.78" Shrinkage .22" Per Cent 1.22 
(continued) 


























Table 22. Effects of Tension on Sanforized Shrinkage 
18" Markings (continued) 
Sample 9 
Tension: 80 grams, Filling 36 grams 
Average: Warp 	18.250 Shrinkage 
Filling 17.80" Shrinvege 
Per Cent 1.38 
Per Cent 1.11 
Table 23, Effects of Tension on rjreige Breaking Strength and Elongation 
Ravel 	jaws let 3" Apart 
aLple 
Ten3ion: 	 ,r T Filling 12 3raiis 
Sub- 	 ,iai,, 
Saple Lirca: 	Elonation 	Elonation 	i3reak , 












































































vera:7e: 	 37.'5 Filling: break 	60.5 
Dlonatien 2.3 	 Eimation 12.7 
(coLtInued) 
Tablo 23. LfPects of nnsion on Greie Break:L.0J, cltronrth and langatioa 
Ravel j17z- ip, Jaws Set 3n Apart 
3aple 2 
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19.2 





















































average: Vfarp: Break 	87.5 Filling Break 	59.2 
Elongation 13.6 	 Elongation 13.2 
(confirmed) 
Table 23. Effects of Tension on 0rei7o i3reang Strenc:tb and Llon3'ation 
Ravel trL , j .gs Oct 3" 1-.)art (contInued) 
3 
To -Asia': i.iarp 	jras:4s, 
Sub- 	 ;arp 	 Filling Sample Break 	laon,:ation 	Elongation 	Break 	Elongation 	Elongation 
	
(lbs.) (1 321t) (lbs.)  
A 	 35.5 	 15.0 	 50.0 	 ..,..,; 
33.5 15.0 53.6 12 .3  
83.5 	 15.0 	 53.0 	 12. 
90.0 15.5 55.0 13.0 





















   
58.0 
15.5 	 58.5 








































































Table 23. Effects of Tension on Greige Breaking Strength and Elongation 
Ravel Strip, Jaws Set 3" Apart (continued) 
Sample 1 






















Table 23. Effects of Tension on Greige Breaking Strength and Elongation 
Ravel Strip, Jaws Set 3 ,1 Apart (continued) 
Sample 5 
Tension: Karp 60 grams, Filling 214 grams 
Sub- 	 Warp 
Sample Break 	Elongation 	Elongation 	Break 
(lbs.) (./32") (%)  
Filling 
Elongation 	Elongation 

























































Average: Break 	86.8 Filling: Break 	59.8 
Elongation 18.13 	 Elongation 12.6 
(contimed) 
Averages Warps Break 	a4.4 Filling: Break 	57.9 

















79.0 	 16.5 
80,0 17.0 
86.0 	 16.0 
88.0 17.5 
89.0 	 16.0 
1-676 
780 	 15.0 
82,0 14.5 




a Table 23. Rffects of Tension on Gre3.ge Breaking Strength 
Ravel Strip, Jaws Set 3" Apart (continued) 
Simple 6 
Tensions Warp 80 grams 	214 grams 
Filling 
Break 	glongation 




57.5 	 12.5 
62.0 13.0 




























86.0 	 20. 
137 
                 
                 
   
;-- 
             
                
                
Table 23, Effects of Tension on Greige Breaking Strength and Elongation 
Ravel Strip, Jaws Set 3#1 Apart (continued) 
Sample 7 











(lbs.) 	(1/32") (f')  
78.0 	20.0 
79.0 21.5 
86.0 	 21.0 
89.0 21.5 
100.0 	20.0 76:4 
56.5 	10.0 
58.5 10.5 
63.5 	 11.0 
63.0 11.0 
144 I 71: 	
66.0 
t7 
57.5 	 12.0 
59.5 12.5 
59.5 	 12.5 
60.0 12.0 
6 .0 















Average: Warp: Break 	85.9 Filling: Break 	60.5 













Average: Break 	56.1 
Xlengation 12.5 































Table 23. Rffeots of Tension on Greige Breaking Strength and Lloi 
Ravel Strip, Jams Set 3" Apart (continued) 
Saatple 8 




















Table 23. Effects of Tension on Greige Breaking ;itrongth and Elongation 
Ravel Strip Jaws Set , 3" Apart (continued) 
Sanple 9 
Tension: Warp 80 gr 6 grams 
Break 	Elongation 	 Elongation 


































    
       

















   
















     
2.9 
 
Averages Warp: Break 	814.8 Filling; Break 	514.3 
Elongation 18.4 	 Elongation 12.7 
 
!V ve° ogi 
  
a ion Table 	Effects of Tension on 	foried 3reaking  
Ravel Strip, Jaws Set 3t1 
Sample 3. 
Tensions Warp 40 grams, Filling 12 grams 
F 
ample Break t, 	ion Elongitico Break ongation E onga 
(lbs,) ( 	s.) (1 32") %) 
A 83.0 26.0 58.0 20.5 
86.0 25.0 60.5 20.5 
87.0 25.0 61.0 19.0 
88.0 25.0 65.0 18.0 
93.0 26.0 65,5 18.0 
7 . ZY. 7:7 1-675 
83.0 2 2.5 58.0 18.0 
84.5 21.0 58.0 19.0 
86.0 58.5 20.0 
87.0 2,1 .5 60.0 20.0 
22.0 61.0 20.0 
Z924.0 21.9 Ti711 59.1 072- 
83.0 25.5 66.0 20.0 
84.0 25.0 66.5 20.0 
86.5 25.0 68.0 21.0 
88.0 24.0 69.0 19.0 
0 24 69 0.0 
1 2 Z37.7 7 o.o 
Average: Warp: Break(lbs.) 86.7 
Elongation() 25.0 
(continued) 
lingt Break(lbs.) 62.9 
























Table 24. Effects of Tension on Saaforised Breaking Strength and Elongation 
&mei Strip, Jams Set 3" Apart (continued) 
Sample 2 
Tension: Warp 60 grams, Pilling 12 grams 
Filling 
E14 t.3 n 	Break 	Elongation 	Elongation 
Warp 
Sample 	Break 	Elongation 






















Break(.) 	92.9 Pilling: Break(lbs.) 	62.4 
Elongation(%) 28.0 Elongation(%) 21.9 
(continued) 
	
Break 	Elongation 	Elongation 
(lbs.) (024 ) (%)  
67.0 	 20.5 
59.0 19.0 
61.0 	19.0 
64 5 19.5 
0 	 19.0 
20. 
Sample 	Break 	Elongation 
(lbs.) (1/32") 






B 	 89.0 	25.0 
89.0 25.5 































Table 24. Effects of Tension on Sanforized Breaking Strength 	El ation 
Ravel Strip, Jaws Set 3" Apart (continued) 
Sample 3 
Tensi on: Warp 80 grams, ll.ng 12 grams 
Average: Warp: Break(lbs.) 93.2 Filling: Break(lbs.) 63.7 
Elongation(%) 26.4 	 Elongation(%) 20.0 
(continued) 
Table 214. Effects of Tension on Sanforised Breaking Strength and Elongation 
.Ravel Strip, Jaws Set 3n Apart (continued) 
Sample 4 
40 grams, Filling 24 grams Tension: 
Average; Warp: Break(lbs.) 92.9 Filling: Break(lbs.) 63.5 
Elongation(%) 27.1 	El ation(%) 21.7 
(continued) 

































































Table 24. Effects of Tension on Sanforised Breaking Strength and Elongation 
Bevel Stripe Jaws Set 30 Apart (continued) 
Bawl' 5 




























62.0 	 20.5 
63.0 19.0 
66.0 	 19.0 
24.5 	 67.0 19.5 
LW.  
23.7 	
68.0 	 1 
14:7 	ME 1 
Averages Warp: Break(lbe.) 89.5 Filling: 	 64.9 


































Table 24 of Tension on Sanforised Breaking Strength and Elongation 
Ravel Strip , Jaws Set y# *part (continued) 
Sample 6 
Tension: Warp 80 grams, Filling 24 grans 
Filling: 
88.0 24.5 59.0 







0 ga ►g 66. 17.3 3.1 
92.0 26.0 57.0 
93.0 26.0 58.0 
94.5 26.0 63.5 












































Sample 	Break 	Elongation 





















































Table 24. Effects of Tension on Sanforised Breaking Strength and Elongation 
Ravel Strip, Jaws :int 3" Apart 
Sample 7 

















20. 	 21.7 
 
29 .0 
Average: Warp: Break(lbs.) 	85.9 Filling: Break(lbs.) 	61.2 












Table 24. Effects of Tension on Sanforized Breaking Strength and Elongation 
Ravel Strip, Jams Set 3" Apart (continued) 
Sample 8 
Tension: Tarp 	grams, Filling 36 gnmms 
Sub- Bing 
Sample 	Break 	: ongation 	Elongation 	Break 	Elongation 	Elongation 
2") (%) 	 (lbs.) ( 32") (%) 
A 	 83.5 	 27.5 
	
84.0 28.0 
91.0 	 28.0 
93.0 29.0 


















99 0 	 2 0 
80.0 	 27.5 
83.5 27.0 





















Table 24. Effects of Tension on Sanforized Breaking Strength and Elongation 
Ravel Strip, Jams Set 3" Apart (continued) 
Sample 9 
Tension: Warp 80 grams, Filling 36 grams 
Filling 
	
Break 	Elongation 	Elongation 




























93.0 2 	0 3r a 0 Era 















Average: Warp: Break(lbs.) 88.4 Fillings Break(lbs.) 66.3 






Table 25. Effects or Tension on Bow 
Sample 1 
Tension: Warp 40 grams, Filling 24 grams 
A 	 B 	 0 	 Average 
	
.625 in. 	.688 in. 	.656 in. 	.656 in. 
Width 44.613 in. 	Bow 1.47% 
Sample 2 
Tension; Was 60 grams, Filling 24 grams 
A 	 B 	 C 	 Average 
688 in. 	.750 in. 	.781 in. 	.739 in 
Width 44.288 in. 	Bow 1.66% 
Sample 3 
Tension: Warp 80 grams, Filling 24 grate 
A 	 B 	 C 	 Average 
1.000 in. 	1.031 in. 	1.000 in. 	1.010 in. 
Width 44.109 in. 	Bow 2.29% 
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